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Abstract: This paper presents a brief overview of composite materials, punctually of Ni-P composite electrodeposition.

The existence of composite materials and their use has been known for a very long time. In the specialized literature there

are several models of co-deposition of composite material states. With the development of manufacturing techniques were

obtained composite materials with remarkable properties (resistant to wear, shock, corrosion, etc.), which led to their use

in a wide range of fields (aerospace, energy, civil engineering, medicine, sports etc). In this paper, attempt has been made
to investigate the hardness of the electrodeposited Ni-P/SIC coatings were obtained by the variation of the H3PO3 content

and by the treatment heat of 3000C. The properties of the coating were evaluated by Vickers microhardness tests using

variables load (15 up to 500 gram. force). The microhardness depends on the H3PO3 content and the compositions vary

according to three fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Composite materials have appeared as a

necessity to replace the classic materials and to

have special properties and represent the most

advanced man-made materials in the current

era. An important feature of these materials is

that they can be obtained by different methods

depending on their end use. The special

properties they offer, make them be used in a

wide range of fields such as aeronautics,

electrical engineering, wind, medical, sports

equipment, food, etc. [1-3].

Historically, composite materials have been

around since time immemorial, even if their

existence was not realized then. They have

been found and are permanently found in the

environment. Thus, wood can be considered a

composite, because it consists of long strands

of cellulose and are linked together by a

substance called lignin. Other examples of

composites found in nature are the bones of

animals, and therefore of humans, which are

made up of hydroxyapatite (calcium

phosphate) and collagen fibers (which is a

protein). These two components separately

taken would not be useful in the skeleton, but

their combination leads to strong bones that

can support the body [4,5].

By definition, a composite material consists of

two or more macroscopically homogeneous

materials, which are characterized by different

structures and properties which, by combining

their individual qualities, make up a

heterogeneous material which has improved

overall performance. Therefore, a composite

consists of a matrix, which can be plastic,

ceramic or metal, and the reinforcement or

reinforcement, embedded in the first, with

different shapes and sizes, with well-defined

separating surfaces.The reinforcement ensures

a high resistance to the composite material and

is the main element for taking over the load,

and the matrix has the role of connecting

material between the reinforcing elements and

the transfer medium of the external load

towards them [6]. Composite materials allow a

great freedom of assembly, so as to possess

remarkable properties such as high wear

resistance, high shock resistance; high tensile

strength, high durability, resistance to high

temperatures and corrosion, etc.
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They can be classified according to several

criteria, either according to the nature of the

matrix or according to the nature of the

sinking. Over time, with the expansion of the

range of materials used for their design,

various techniques for determining properties,

characterization [7, 8], etc. have been used.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

This paper focuses on thin Ni-P composite

deposits with embedded SiC particles,

electrolytic obtained, obtained by modifying

the composition of the electrolyte and to which

heat treatment has been applied.

By electrolytic deposition, layers resistant to

different types of corrosion are obtained

(atmospheric corrosion, to that produced by

some chemical agents and to mechanical

damage due to friction, abrasion, etc.), with a

fine appearance of their surface. It is known

from the literature [9-11] that the structure of

NiP alloy depends on the amount of

phosphorus in the alloy. Thus, the alloy

obtained by electrodeposition is out of

equilibrium and the supersaturated solution of

P in Ni is obtained, with a very small grain

size, even with an amorphous structure. The

phosphorus deposition process modifies the

electro crystallization process: the super

saturation of the nickel layer with phosphorus

stops the growth of nickel crystallites whose

dimensions decrease until the complete

amorphization of the solid solution.

The thin layers of Ni-P / SiC composite were

developed by modifying the electrolyte

composition and by applying heat treatments at

different temperatures.

It is known from the literature [7-10] that the

structure of NiP alloy depends on the amount

of phosphorus in the alloy.

From a structural point of view, the

characteristics of these solid solutions are

directly related to the phosphorus content.

Thus, three domains of composition are

defined according to are specified in the works

[12-14] that correspond to the three structural

states.

The thin layers of Ni-P/SiC composite material

were obtained in the electrolysis cell, by

varying the percentage of phosphoric acid in

the layer and by applying the heat treatment of

3000C.

The electrodepositions were noted as follows:

PaSb, where “a” represents the H3PO3 content

of the electrolyte (0g l, 5g/l, 10g/l, 20g/l), and

“b” is the amount of silicon carbide particles

incorporated in layer (40g/l). The particles had

a size of about 1 µm and a specific surface area

of 10,4 m2 / g. The thin layers of Ni-P/SiC

were electrodeposited on E24 steel with the

following composition: C-0,17%; S-0,045%;

Mn-1,4%; P-0,045%; N<0,007%; Carbon steel

(non-alloy).

Following the electrodeposition process,

layers with various dimensions were obtained:

- for P0S40, the layer thickness was 33 μm;
- for P5S40, the layer thickness was 36 μm;
- for P10S40, the layer thickness was 21 μm;
- for P20S40, the layer thickness was 24 μm;
Applying the heat treatment of 3000C the

deposits had the thicknesses:

- for P0S40300
0

C, the thickness of the layer was

36 μm;
- for P5S40300

0
C, the thickness of the layer was

38 μm;
- for P10S40300

0
C, the thickness of the layer was

24 μm;
- for P20S40300

0
C, the thickness of the layer was

28 μm.

Following the measurements, it is observed

that the layer thicknesses are higher for the

deposits obtained from the electrolyte with low

phosphoric acid content.

The samples thus obtained were subjected to

Vickers hardness tests, which use a penetrator

in the shape of a diamond pyramid. Vickers

microhardness tests have been performed at

various applied loads F from 15 to 500 gram

force for a three Ni-P/SiC composite material.

The size d of the diagonal indentation was

taken as the average of ten measured values for

each composite material Ni-P/SiC and each

applied load F.

In the specialized literature [15-17] the

determined hardness (fig.1) fell into three

domains, depending on the phosphoric acid

content in the layer:

- composition domain I, for low phosphoric

acid contents in the electrolyte ([H3PO3]<5 g/l

- composition domain II, for H3PO3 contents

between 5-10g/l
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- domain III of composition, for H3PO3

contents ≥10g/l
In the first domain, the increase in hardness is

due to the decrease in the size of the

crystallites, and the deposited layer has a

crystallized structure. In the domain where

microhardness decreases (domain II) there is a

structural disorder where a micro crystallized

phase and a nanocrystalline phase coexist. In

composition domain III, the supersaturated

phosphorus deposition becomes

nanocrystalline and does not cause a

significant increase in hardness, which remains

almost constant.

The transition from a crystalline structure to an

amorphous structure can be interpreted as an

increase in the volume of intercrystalline

phases at the boundary of highly disordered

grains relative to the crystalline phases.

The H3PO3 content influences the amount of

phosphorus that will be incorporated into the

layer and therefore, the percentage of

phosphorus will influence the hardness of the

electrodeposits.

Figure 2 shows the curves that give the

hardness dependence depending on the

phosphorus content incorporated in the layer.

Figure 1: Hardness dependence on the H3PO3 content of the electrolyte on the applied load

Heat treatments through the diffusion phases

they activate determine structural

transformations in the layer and increase the

adhesion of the layer to the support. Studies in

the literature [17] show that in the case of NiP

electrodepositions on metal support, heat

treatments have a special influence on the

composition of the layer by removing

hydrogen, structure and adhesion.

Figure 2: Hardness dependence on the Phosphorus content of the electrolyte on the applied load

NiP alloys are thermodynamically unstable,

and the transformations that occur during

thermal stresses are dependent on the

phosphorus content.

At a temperature of 1900C there is an optimal

peak of hydrogen release, whatever the type of

deposition. Between 3000C and 3500C the

precipitation of NixPy nickel phosphides takes

place, and around the temperature of 4000C

there is a coalescence of these phosphides and

a crystalline increase. Temperatures of 3000C

and 4200C frame exothermic phenomena for

which structural changes occur [17].
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As these temperatures influence the structure

of NiP alloys and NiP/SiC composite, then

they will also influence the mechanical and

tribological properties of these materials.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the hardness of

the electrodeposited layers, to which a heat

treatment of 3000C was applied.

Figure 3: Hardness dependence on the Phosphorus content of the electrolyte and heat treatment for 500g applied load

The application of the 3000C treatment

demonstrates that the hardness of the Ni-P/SiC

composite layers increases as the phosphorus

content incorporated in the layer increases.

The maximum hardness value (878 HV) to be

obtained for the maximum phosphorus content

in the layer (20%P).

In non-heat treated deposits, the hardness has

an obvious increase up to the threshold of

10%P, after which, in domain II, between

10%P and 10%P (more precisely around

16%P), the hardness has a slight decrease, and

then reach the maximum value of 508 HV.

CONCLUSIONS

Due to the remarkable properties they have,

these composites have a number of

advantages, namely - justifies research on their

development and on the possibilities of

increasing performance by heat treatment.

The electrolytic deposition allows the

realization of metallic layers that have

crystalline, nanocrystalline or amorphous

structures and that have a good quality of the

interface. Electroplating deposits were

obtained whose layer thickness was measured

and it was observed that the layer thicknesses

are higher for the deposits obtained from the

electrolyte with low phosphoric acid content.

The recommended heat treatment for

increasing the properties of composite layers

aims to increase the hardness of the matrix.

Depending on the phosphoric acid content of

the electrolyte and the percentage of

phosphorus in the layer, the hardness varies

according to three areas of composition:

in the first domain the hardness of the deposits

increases linearly as the phosphoric acid

content increases, in the second domain the

hardness decreases, and then in the third

domain it increases again.

A maximum point was obtained in the first

composition range, for a content of 5g/l

H3PO3, respectively 8,4% at P.The structure

and composition of nickel-phosphorus alloy

deposits are determined by the deposition

conditions and the phosphoric acid content of

the electrolyte (which determines the P content

of the layer). Depending on the phosphorus

content in the layer, microcrystalline,

nanocrystalline or amorphous structures are

obtained.     Application of heat treatment at

3000C leads to the hardness increasing after

three fields of composition.
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